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By Minjung, staff reporterBy Minjung, staff reporterBy Minjung, staff reporterBy Minjung, staff reporter

The network for Migrants
Rights(NMR) had a press conference
for stirring the immediate abolition of
Industrial Trainee System(ITS) on
January 17 in front of Korea
Foundation of Small and Medium
Business(KFSB) in Yeouido, Seoul.

The conference was not only for
the abolition of ITS but also for the
disclosure of being arbitrary of the
trainee agencies in Korea, which is the
branch in charge of dealing with the
work after the trainee comes in Korea.

Industrial trainees from Pakistan,
Hussein and Asulam, vividly testified
the damages caused by the agency.

NMR nationwide collected 30
damage cases caused by the agency.
Its unreasonable conducts were
revealed as follows.
Unilaterally forced the migrant

workers to leave, interrupted the
changes of workplace and didn't
cooperate, neglected the distress of
trainees, seized income bankbooks and
ID cards, and behaved irregularities in
process of sending them to their

countries.
In other words, the

agency committed all
kinds of human
infringements, and it
neglected human
infringements.

According to the
NMR, a ridiculous
case happened the
last year's winter.
Some trainees got
forced to get on a
company car, but
they didn't know the
reason.
In fact, they were

going to forcefully be
sent to their
countries. They asked
for a help to a human
rights center, then the
agency let them off
on the street in
Yeouido.

Dozens of industrial trainees
everyday lose their expenses for them
being sent. Even now they are unfairly
forced to leave.
It seems inevitable to digress from

the documented only to be the
undocumented in the end. However,
through forceful crackdown the
government wants to solve the
increasing problems of more and more
trainees illegally staying and ending up
being the undocumented.

Only the agency does not make
human infringement on the trainee.
KFSB, which is operating ITS, has
overlooked the supervision over the
agency and has encouraged them to
promote it.
That's how the human infringement

happened. Asking for compensation for
the damages, NMR is instituting a
lawsuit both against the post
management agency, which has
provoked human infringement and
damages, and against KFSB, which
has overlooked the responsibility for
the supervision over the agency.

Human Right Groups are crying

out for the repeal of ITS, requesting
countermeasures from Korean
government as follows;
The stop of recruiting industrial

trainees and demand for immediate
abolition, legal response to illegal
conducts after investigation KFSB and
the agencies, rescue for the industrial
trainee who unfairly left or became
undocumented, establishment of united
organization related to immigration, and
the stop of forceful crackdown and
banishment policy against the
undocumented.

The government declared that ITS
and EPS will be united and operated
together from Jan in 2007, but the
possibility of the implementation is
unpredictable because of lobbyism and
vehement objection caused by the
groups that have rights and interests
over ITS.
Moreover, in process of ITS being

united into EPS, KFSB as well as 50
agencies from 15 countries is going to
being participated as the lawful post
management agencies to be let to
manage the introduction of human
power through EPS. Continuous
criticism and surveillance are required
on and on. AWNAWNAWNAWN
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Say Good-bye to the Trainee SystemSay Good-bye to the Trainee SystemSay Good-bye to the Trainee SystemSay Good-bye to the Trainee SystemSay Good-bye to the Trainee SystemSay Good-bye to the Trainee SystemSay Good-bye to the Trainee SystemSay Good-bye to the Trainee System
By Kim Min-jung, Secretary general of FWRBy Kim Min-jung, Secretary general of FWRBy Kim Min-jung, Secretary general of FWRBy Kim Min-jung, Secretary general of FWR

A few weeks ago at a press conference in front of the KFSB
building in Seoul, members of the Network for Migrants Rights
(NMR), including FWR, exposed oppression and trainees' human
rights violations by agencies (laborers sending organizations
Korean branches).

One of main complaints whenever trainees come to our office
with their troubles is bad and irresponsible attitudes by agencies
officials.

If trainees call their agency for help when they face trouble in
their workplaces, the agencies often threaten the trainees
saying, "Just endure it. This is Korea, not your home country.
And if you address the problem again, you will be deported. Or
they are repeatedly told to wait, not having their cases dealt
with for several months.
Furthermore, regardless of Immigration Law stating that

employers cannot keep trainees ID cards; agencies advise
employers to seize trainees' registration cards or passports to
prevent their escape.
However, a man from one of the agencies concerned

disturbed the press conference with shouting. Some of local
counselling centres were distressed by agencies' protests
against exposing their brutalities.
The Industrial Trainee System (ITS) has been in operation

since 1991 through the Trainee System under the Overseas
Joint Venture. During that time, civil organizations have made
efforts to abolish ITS. Moreover, the government has discussed
abolition of ITS, but the efforts have continually broken down
because of ITS interest groups and their active lobbying of
government and political circles.

I'd say it's too late, but it is surely good news that the
government had decided to integrate ITS into EPS from January
of 2007. What I worry though is that corrupt officials who have
worked under ITS will be involved in the new integrated system.
There are strong suspicions that the government does it to
smoth down the disapproval groups easily.

ITS should disappear into history. However, we need to work
hard to build a new clear and reasonable migrant labour
system. AWNAWNAWNAWN
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Korea still struggles with development feverKorea still struggles with development feverKorea still struggles with development feverKorea still struggles with development feverKorea still struggles with development feverKorea still struggles with development feverKorea still struggles with development feverKorea still struggles with development fever
By Lee Hwa-SookBy Lee Hwa-SookBy Lee Hwa-SookBy Lee Hwa-Sook

Environmental Activist, Counter Globalization ActionEnvironmental Activist, Counter Globalization ActionEnvironmental Activist, Counter Globalization ActionEnvironmental Activist, Counter Globalization Action

All sorts of media announced their top 10 news stories of the
year at the end of year 2005. Some environmental organizations
continued this theme and picked the top 10 environment related
news stories. Of course without guessing, they included the Mt
Chunsung and the Saemangeum issues.

Attracting public attention brought on by a Buddhist priest
Ji-Yul's desperate plea, Mt Chunsung is at the centre of
Gyeongbu line construction of the KTX tunnel project. There are
fears that once the tunnel is completed, underground water will
dry up and all the habitat dependent on it will die.

The Saemangeum Tideland Reclamation Project, another
controversial environment issue, has been debated for more
than 10 years with a plan to fill the mud-flats and develop it as
farmland. Over 15 thousand species live in the mud flats and
there are a number of people dependent on them for the
cultivation of clams.
These two environmental issues are very much alike. In order

for commuters to arrive 22 minutes earlier, the waist of the
mountain is being cut through. Although there is unused
farmland nationwide, Saemangeum will be filled in to provide
more farmland.

The first commonality of the two projects is that the positive
effect of development is very dubious. Secondly, both
developments are believed to cause destruction to the
surrounding area, even though they have been pushed so far
without enough assessment given. Proper progress has been
ignored and projected unfairly. Finally, both projects put
economic values ahead of the environment.

I do not understand why Korea unreasonably sees it as a life

or death issue. Considering the various economic indexes and
other ranks Korea takes, or else the speed of its economic
growth, it is not the right time to just keep up the pace of
development. Despite tending to give cautious thoughts about
having a better environment and future, Korea continues to
develop. I will never understand this.

By contrast, we often see the Korean media reporting on the
development boom in China and India and the concern about
environmental destruction. Whenever I read such articles, I think
about the famous line spoken by Lee Young-ae in the movie
'sympathy for Lady Vengeance.

There is a famous Korean proverb, "A leaking bowl in house
will also leak outside". I know some conglomerates' reckless
attitudes toward development cause similar problems outside the
country as well.

In a joint venture with the Philippines government, one
corporation has pushed for heating-power plant construction.
Daewoo International's natural gas development project in
Burma, became a hero of environment destruction and human
rights violation. LG Electronics inroads in India had the finger
pointed at them by the international environment activist group
Greenpeace because of its wrongful electronic waste disposition
during the process.

As environment destruction by capitalists freely moves
between boarders, so does strong activism to protect such
devastation wherever it may be taking place.

Counter Globalization Action (http://cgakorea.org) fights to
resist counter globalization by capitalists and mostly focuses on
anti-war and environment protection related issues. It has held
campaigns to withdraw troops from Iraq, to protect Mt
Chumgseung and Saemangeum. AWN
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Better off paying real wages than givingBetter off paying real wages than givingBetter off paying real wages than givingBetter off paying real wages than givingBetter off paying real wages than givingBetter off paying real wages than givingBetter off paying real wages than givingBetter off paying real wages than giving
cheap sympathycheap sympathycheap sympathycheap sympathycheap sympathycheap sympathycheap sympathycheap sympathy

By Seon-kyong, FWR counselorBy Seon-kyong, FWR counselorBy Seon-kyong, FWR counselorBy Seon-kyong, FWR counselor

Because she was owed back pay Marina approached her
company after visiting the FWR office. Marina, who is
Russian, told the company receptionist, "Please tell the
manager that I went to the hospital yesterday. Please tell him
I am sick and I need some money to pay the hospital bills."
On Marina's face, I saw the same expression as I had seen
on the face of the Vietnamese labourer, Tran Van Quy.
"Please tell the director I am sick, and I need the director

to pay me."
On the day he went to his factory to receive back pay,

Tran Van Quy was holding an X-ray in his hands. It was
stomach pains that made him first visit FWR.

In order to receive a month wages in back pay, and since
sincerity was lost on his company director, Tran Van Quy
had to take his old X-rays to prove how sick he really was.
Although there were not as many kidney stones in his body
as there used to be, Tran Van Quy told FWR that he was not
being paid every salary owed to him, so he had to always
say that he needed money to go to the hospital. As always,
the director would just say, "Oh, so are you that sick?" not
even thinking about paying Tran Van Quy.
Marina's manager reaction is much the same, only this

manager is more dignified in his look.

On the day Marina visited FWR to get advice about delayed
payment; she told us she was not sleeping well because of
her shoulder pain. However, Marina could not even think
about going to a hospital because she did not have enough
money to cover medical expenses. When she went to FWR

associate hospital because she had no medical insurance,
thedoctor concluded the cause of the pain was due to
inflammation of an abnormal bone in her shoulder. The doctor
also advised that if injections and drugs did not alleviate the
pain after a week, surgery would be inevitable.

Marina, who had writhed in agony when the doctor tested
her painful shoulder, appealed to the manager to pay her
salary in small amounts so that she would be able to pay her
hospital bills. However, the manager refused. He said that, in
our factory, there is a woman that is taking care of her
husband who is suffering from a malignant tumour of the
liver. Even she has not received a salary for many months.
Marina asked him why he is so irresponsible and does not

pay salaries. The manager yelled, "In the past, I helped needy
people and lived under God! Do not behave this way?
The manager may think that we have to say thank you

simply because he hired us. I think if I begged, I would not
be treated like this. He said that he considered us his
younger brothers and sisters, and asked the labour inspector
whether he could bring lawsuits against fraud. "We do not
need dirt cheap sympathy. Why could he not even pay us the
lowest wage." Marina told me.

How many labourers beg for sympathy for themselves for
earning a small salary, despite working so hard? In addition
to their sincerity, they have to learn how to get on in the
world to make sure they are paid having to appear pitiful.
How many entrepreneurs disregarded their employees

complaints of pain? And how many managers illegally exploit
low income earners that toil to earn their money? AWNAWNAWNAWN

KLWC apparently supports arrestsKLWC apparently supports arrestsKLWC apparently supports arrestsKLWC apparently supports arrestsKLWC apparently supports arrestsKLWC apparently supports arrestsKLWC apparently supports arrestsKLWC apparently supports arrests
By Seon-kyong, FWR counselorBy Seon-kyong, FWR counselorBy Seon-kyong, FWR counselorBy Seon-kyong, FWR counselor

Roldan, an undocumented Filipino worker, damaged his
fingers at work in May 2004. His employer managed the
accident insurance by paying the medical expenses and 70%
of Roldan's salary. However, because he couldn't be
guaranteed gaining the use of his fingers again, he came in
for counselling to FWR.

I visited the doctor in charge of Roldan's case, but had to
wait outside the clinic for a while because Roldan was afraid
of crackdown. Because his company owner knew the palce
and it's possible the owner report him to the Immigration.
Even after I tried to calm him down, Roldan continued
trembling in fear. It was not an unusual situation. Roldan was
always scared whenever he went to the doctor. He even hid
in the clinic. Such a huge guy being so scared even made
me cautious about being arrested.
Although the doctor said Roldan's injury was not deep, so

he is not sure Roldan whether could receive disability
compensation or not. But the doctor agreed to apply to
disability compensation.
Roldan's employer also applied for medical treatment

payment. Because the injury had occurred in the past, the
Korea Labour Welfare Corporation(KLWC) accepted the
payment application after two months.

When Roldan and I left an application for compensation,
the KLWC officer we dealt with broached the issue of
Roldan's legal status. To get compensation, Roldan had to
see a doctor at the KLWC, which meant that he had to visit
an organization that supported the arrest of immigrants. I
claimed that Roldan could not visit there owing to his status,
but the officer said that he had to support the Immigration
Office. It was a contradiction because the officer said that he
didn't block the compensation claim. Nevertheless, his action
was the very contradiction!

Roldan was very afraid of going to the doctor. Would he
enjoy his rights at the KLWC?

No, if the KLWC has to cooperate with the Immigration
Office. On the other hand, the KLWC is supposed to uphold
workers rights. It is an obvious disregard of workers' rights
just because the worker is undocumented. The officer I talked
with was a prime example of a decayed bureaucracy.

If the KLWC obeys the narrow-minded actions of the
Immigration Office, undocumented workers have to agonize in
their pain. The KLWC has to recognize workers as just
'workers', not 'undocumented people'. AWNAWNAWNAWN
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Changes to Industrial Trainee SystemsChanges to Industrial Trainee SystemsChanges to Industrial Trainee SystemsChanges to Industrial Trainee SystemsChanges to Industrial Trainee SystemsChanges to Industrial Trainee SystemsChanges to Industrial Trainee SystemsChanges to Industrial Trainee Systems
- A chronology -- A chronology -- A chronology -- A chronology -- A chronology -- A chronology -- A chronology -- A chronology -

1. Introduction of the Industrial Trainee System(ITS) for1. Introduction of the Industrial Trainee System(ITS) for1. Introduction of the Industrial Trainee System(ITS) for1. Introduction of the Industrial Trainee System(ITS) for
foreigners (1991) :foreigners (1991) :foreigners (1991) :foreigners (1991) :
The introduction of trainees for foreign investment

businesses started on October 26, 1991 with the introduction
of employees in a field company, which was based on
instruction from the Ministry of Justice(MOJ) in Article 255,
'Guidelines on issuing a licence as a foreign industrial trainee.

2. Extension of the Industrial Trainee System (1994):2. Extension of the Industrial Trainee System (1994):2. Extension of the Industrial Trainee System (1994):2. Extension of the Industrial Trainee System (1994):
The beginning of the present ITS in 1994, saw the number

of trainees increase at enterprisers' request. Trainees from 27
sending agencies in 11 Asian countries are introduced with
the help of the Workforce Service Corps under the protection
of the Korea Federation of Small and Medium Business(KFSB).

3. Application of several articles of the Labour Standard Act3. Application of several articles of the Labour Standard Act3. Application of several articles of the Labour Standard Act3. Application of several articles of the Labour Standard Act
to foreign industrial trainees (February 1995):to foreign industrial trainees (February 1995):to foreign industrial trainees (February 1995):to foreign industrial trainees (February 1995):
On January 9, 1995, 13 Nepalese trainees staged a

sit-down protest at Myeongdong Cathedral, demanding
improvement of the ITS. They carried signs saying 'We are not
slaves' and 'Please don't beat me', and shackled themselves
in chains. In response to the demonstration, on February 24,
1995, the Korean government legislated a regulation under the
MOL, article 258, guidelines on protecting and managing
industrial trainees and announced that trainees would be
covered by eight items of the Labour Standard Act, like the
legal minimum wage system and no violence.

4. Change from the ITS to the Training Employment4. Change from the ITS to the Training Employment4. Change from the ITS to the Training Employment4. Change from the ITS to the Training Employment
Program (March 1998):Program (March 1998):Program (March 1998):Program (March 1998):
Due to the partial revision of the Immigration Law, on March

11, 1998, the Training Employment Program was introduced,
with revision of the Immigration Law and was quite similar to
the ITS even after a two-year discussion on the abolition of
it. Under this program, if foreign trainees fulfilled two years of
training, they got a one-year employment visa.

5. Announcement of guidelines on protecting industrial5. Announcement of guidelines on protecting industrial5. Announcement of guidelines on protecting industrial5. Announcement of guidelines on protecting industrial
trainees in overseas joint-venture companies from the MOLtrainees in overseas joint-venture companies from the MOLtrainees in overseas joint-venture companies from the MOLtrainees in overseas joint-venture companies from the MOL
(December 1999):(December 1999):(December 1999):(December 1999):
The partial application of the Labour Standard Act to

trainees in field companies on December 1, 1999, announced
to apply the legal minimum wage system and industrial
insurance and other protections to trainees in overseas
joint-venture companies. Human rights of trainees in overseas
joint-venture companies became an issue and were discussed
during a regular session of the National Assembly in 1999. As
a countermeasure, these guidelines were legislated.

6. Decision to give industrial trainees a retirement allowance6. Decision to give industrial trainees a retirement allowance6. Decision to give industrial trainees a retirement allowance6. Decision to give industrial trainees a retirement allowance
(2000)(2000)(2000)(2000)

7. Changes to the Training Employment Program (April7. Changes to the Training Employment Program (April7. Changes to the Training Employment Program (April7. Changes to the Training Employment Program (April
2002):2002):2002):2002):
Due to the revision of an enforcement of the Immigration

Law, the program was transformed into a one-year training
and two-year employment program. During the one year of
training, trainees were under the application of the regulation
from the MOL, and during the two years of employment, they
were under the application of the National Labour Relations
Act.

8. Announcement of a policy to merge the ITS into the8. Announcement of a policy to merge the ITS into the8. Announcement of a policy to merge the ITS into the8. Announcement of a policy to merge the ITS into the
Employment Permit System(EPS), which takes effect from JulyEmployment Permit System(EPS), which takes effect from JulyEmployment Permit System(EPS), which takes effect from JulyEmployment Permit System(EPS), which takes effect from July

2007 (2005)2007 (2005)2007 (2005)2007 (2005)
The ITS started with the idea of teaching Korea's advanced

skills to workers in Asia's underdeveloped countries but, in
fact, it was chosen to reduce the problem of a labour
shortage in small and medium enterprises in Korea by
introducing low-wage labour.

At present, about 25,000 foreign industrial trainees a year
(introduction of 25000 migrant workers in 2005) are entering
Korea from 12 Asian countries (China, the Philippines,
Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Uzbekistan,
the Cambodia, Mongolia, East Timor, and Kyrgyzstan).

The industries concerned are restricted to manufacturing,
agriculture, construction, and onshore and offshore fishery.

With one year of training and two-year of employment,
migrant workers can work in Korea for up to three years.
During the one year of training, foreign trainees are under the
application of eight articles of the Labour Standards Act
according to the MOL regulations on industrial trainees. During
the two-years of employment, the trainees are supposed to
be under the full application of the Labour Standards Act, but
their status is not that different to that as a trainee.

The main problems of the training systems are:

(1) Foreign trainees are not under the full application of the
Labour Relations Act, even though they are workers who
provide labour.
(2) The non-public organization, the KFSB, which is in

charge of introducing foreign trainees and speaks for small
and medium enterprise owners' interest, is constantly causing
irregularities related to migrant workers. AWNAWNAWNAWN
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Interview with Tasin, a Pakistani industrial trainee▶

"If only the agency had cared""If only the agency had cared""If only the agency had cared""If only the agency had cared"

"We petitioned the MOL because the
company had not paid our salary on time.
But the company reported to the police that

we were migrant workers. So we called for help from the
agency. They said we should take care of these ourselves
and neglected us."

Tasin is a Pakistani industrial trainee who has been in
Korea for almost eighteen months. Before this incident, he
had worked in construction, but he could not stand the
manager's violence, so he reported the fact to his agency.
The agency denies that it ever received such a report.
Tasin then reported that he had not received his month

wages, but he was declared an undocumented migrant
worker because the company had reported his secession.
Tasin criticizes, "I cannot understand how police officers

can come when the company calls for them during the
process of petition to the MOL. I had worked while being
beaten, but I had nowhere to go, so I called the company
and told them that I wanted to work again, but it was of no
use?
He is confident that had the agency cared, this would

never have happened. He also stressed that he would not
give up the lawsuit. <Labor Today, January 18, 2006>
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Utoro in historyUtoro in historyUtoro in historyUtoro in historyUtoro in historyUtoro in historyUtoro in historyUtoro in history
By Bae Ji-wonBy Bae Ji-wonBy Bae Ji-wonBy Bae Ji-won

Secretary general of International Solidarity to Protect UtoroSecretary general of International Solidarity to Protect UtoroSecretary general of International Solidarity to Protect UtoroSecretary general of International Solidarity to Protect Utoro

Utoro is a Chosun people's town located in the southern
Kyoto, Japan. The Street 51 of Utoro surrounded by the
self-defense forces and Japanese residential street is the
6400 pyeong of town only for Chosun (Korea's former name)
people, where 65 families live-South Korean is 80%, Chosun
people who do not have any nationalities account for 20%
and most of them are the old. Japanese government has
never reached out their hands to the town and Japanese have
rarely put their foot in the town ; it looks like isolated Chosun
people's ghetto. Looking this, the Japanese government seems
to consider Utoro 51 street as a land where nobody lives.

No water service and facilities, no sewer system facilities. It
reminds us of the ulterior face of the world class economic
power Japan dreaming to get in on U.N Security council
permanent membership. However, Japanese government says
Utoro residents are just foreigners, so the people can not be
given administrative service from them.

The Utoro town is an issue which has been still unsolved.
In world war II, Japan tried to build military air field in Kyoto

for the victory in the war, and
hired as many as more than
1300 Chosun people with paying
few pennies to them. The reason
Chosun people leave their mother
country to set up Utoro on the
land of Japan lies in the
colonization of Korea by Japan.
The colonization was forced to
be signed by the power and pressure of Japan, and in the
structure, Chosun people's life had been going to be
destroyed.

Among the damaged who can not received any rewards,
Utoro is the most particular case. Because they have their
right to live threatened, overcome indifference of their mother
country and lived their life with their own hands helping each
other. A lot of temporary houses made by wooden hard board
and more than 200 springs represent hard-to-live life of the
town Utoro. One third of the families still live on the springs,
and they still have no sewer facilities at all.

'what does Utoro means to Japan? At the same time, what
is it for us living on the Korean peninsula?' I could not control
my mind to shed a drop of tears in the middle of the town.
They have been dismissed just because they are 'Chosun
people', even after independence as well, and now they are
also dismissed, alienated and forced to leave from the town
they have built up themselves. The indifference and famine
policy of South Korea make me feel shameful and angry more.

Fundamentally it could be a history problem, but we thought
that it is needed to reject the threat posed on the right to live
and started raising money for the land of Utoro. The
movement is not only for money but for letting people know
widely and for posing a pressure on the Japanese government
to more actively address the issue. Actually the owner of the
land of Utoro asked South Korean government to pay 5.5
billion dollars for the land, but it would be difficult to gain the
land if the government do not fill the lacking part of the
money raised by the citizens.

Originally Japanese government should address the issue
but in fact, it is difficult to solve because South Korean has
not enough ability to address the issue diplomatically and
Japanese government keep their position that rewarding for
the people of Utoro was all completed before. Utoro can be
wiped off the history while we shouting for liquidation in
history between two countries. That is why Korean government
should take historic, humanitarian and national responsibility
for saving Utoro ; they should reflect on forgiving Japan
through imperfect agreement between South Korea and Japan.

People who lives in Utoro started to leave the land. The
owners of the land pose the pressure saying if the land is not
sold within the year they do remove Utoro by force. And
already they have a plan to remove one house on september
27th. Utoro does not have enough time. Just I want Chosun
people in Utoro not to lose their nest where they can have
conversations eating Kimchi and care each other. From the
old forced to leave their mother country taking national
tragedy on his back, more of South Korean and Japanese
citizens realize about what is real peace, I wish. AWN
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Interview with Hussein, a Pakistani industrial trainee▶

"We're also feel pain.""We're also feel pain.""We're also feel pain.""We're also feel pain."

"We are not trash. We also feel pain.
When we are sick, we should go to the
hospital. Having been to the hospital,
however, the company turned us out on to
the road."

Hussein, an industrial trainee from Pakistan, came to
Korea last September with ten companions, and began to
work for a sports shoe manufacturer in Busan. However,
one of his companions became ill after only four days.
Hussein told the company about his sick companion, they
forced the companion to leave the country.

"Later, myself and five other industrial trainees became ill
too, so we went to the hospital. Then, we were fired",
Hussein told me.
As poisonous chemicals were used at Hussein's

workplace, many people complained of headaches and felt
sick, even though their working hours were not very long.
Nevertheless, the company delayed wages and the labourers
didn't receive any treatment for their illnesses.
Even worse, the company threatened them with

compulsory departure and turned them out on to the road
after only a month. Throughout this process, there were no
action or help for him by agency.

"We'll fight it out. I heard that the company, fighting with
us now, is even threatening our families in Pakistan, but we
will not yield an inch."
Hussein's wish is very simple, "I paid $6,000 in

commissions to get here. From now on, I want to work for
a normal company, receiving wages regularly."

<Labor Today, January 18, 2006>



Again, Nepal - The King's HotelAgain, Nepal - The King's Hotel
By Sangwhan ShinBy Sangwhan ShinBy Sangwhan ShinBy Sangwhan Shin
Indian CorrespondentIndian CorrespondentIndian CorrespondentIndian Correspondent

In the first week of January I had a chance to visit Nepal
after 10 years. Travelling to Nepal has not been easy for me
since 1996, which marked the beginning of the country's
political unrest, even though I live in a neighbouring country
and it only takes one day to reach the snow capped
mountain kingdom.

This time I met almost only Korean passport holders who
were unaware of the political situation or have brave hearts
among foreign tourists. Only a few other travellers were
roaming around the civil war affected nation.

My travel was filled with incidences like a bomb going off
just before crossing the Indian border and passing through 20
army check points. I am able to adjust to these occurrences,
so without panic I just accepted the situation and managed
to return to India safely.

As I wrote last year, Maoist rebels expanded their activity
by dismissing the national assembly. Ruled by direct order of
King Gyanendra, however, the royal appointed government
promised municipal elections on February 8, bowing to
international and domestic pressure. Up until this royal coup,
the 6 year civil war has left between 12,000 and 15,000
citizens dead, 5,000 in 2005 alone.

In spite of the present government's efforts to restore
democracy with this election, it is being boycotted by Maoist
militants who insist on a constituent assembly for a
communist democracy - no more monarchs. Thus, a quarter
of the 4,000 seats to be contended still have no one
standing for them.

Maoist power is increasing considerably in Nepal's rural
areas. Candidates are withdrawing from the election in fear of
their lives. The Indian newspaper the Telegraph described the
remaining candidates by saying, with barely nine days left for
the polls, the contesting candidates are cooped up in army
camps and police stations when they should have been
campaigning for votes.
Personally, I consider violence as destroying the good

virtue of humans, so I am practicing to remove anger from
my life in various ways, but in the case of civil conflict my
view is trying to comprehend the wrath of victims. Nepal is a
classic case of social conflict in my view.

Ten years ago during my travel, dhal hat, a vegetable and
rice dish that is the same as Indian thali and a common
meal, was just 40 Nepal rupees (0.55 USD), but this time the
price was double that and meat dhalb hat is more than 100
Rs. Where I live, this dish is only 15 (0.3 USD) to 50 Rs.
Nepal's version is much poorer quality and more expensive.
For foreign tourists who can enjoy overseas foods in various
deluxe restaurants, the price range is only a simple matter of
less than one dollar, but for the local people this amount is
the difference between eating or not and represents the fight
against the rich people who control the nation's wealth and
tourism.

The so-called poetry loving and business minded king,

Gyanendra, has his own hotel in the capital Kathmandu and a
tea plantation in Eastern Nepal (according to BBC
International), but his people have nothing except a life of
poverty. So it is understandable why Nepal lower classes and
lower caste groups become the natural base of militant
activity.

Plus, the hill tribe matter has always been a big headache
in Nepal. While the country has become a paradise for
mountain lovers, the mountain dwellers have become
members of the world poorest region. Generally, we called
Nepali (Nepal national) meant to live in the low region such
as Kathmandu or Pokala valley, but Nepal is located in
Himalayan mountain, as we know well.

The Royal Army of Nepal is not welcome in the mountains,
where only the well-organized guerrilla army can wander
there. In 1996, the guerrillas only had knives, but now they
are armed with automatic machine guns that they steal from
local police stations.

BBC International commented, just when it seems that
revolutionary communism has all but disappeared in the world,
Nepal's Maoist rebels seem to grow stronger and stronger.
Even though we will only know the exact result of the no

candidates election after one week, it is pretty certain that the
social conflict it creates will lead to other problems.

Up until Nepal's poverty is solved, the king's hotel shall
remain empty. AWN
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I don't have a grudgeI don't have a grudgeI don't have a grudgeI don't have a grudgeI don't have a grudgeI don't have a grudgeI don't have a grudgeI don't have a grudge
against Korea anymoreagainst Korea anymoreagainst Korea anymoreagainst Korea anymoreagainst Korea anymoreagainst Korea anymoreagainst Korea anymoreagainst Korea anymore

On January 22, eight Thai women migrant workers, who in
January 2005 showed multiple nerve damage symptoms after
being exposed to N-Hexane, visited Ansan Migrant Worker's
Centre in Gyeonggi province. They had been paralysed from
the waist down and had to use wheelchairs, but now they
have recovered enough to be able to walk again. Like Sirinan,
who could not sit up because she was so badly affected, and
is able to walk slowly again.

In September 2003, the women came to Korea with the
Korean Dream of making big money. They got jobs in a
manufacturing factory that produced LCD parts in Hwaseong,
Gyeonggi province. Without any protection they washed
electronic parts with N-hexane for twelve hours per day.
Walapon, who left her three-year-old daughter with her
mother in Thailand, worked hard for 400,000 won a month.
It was in November 2004 when the women first noticed

symptoms of being affected by normal-hexane. The lower
parts of their bodies were stiff and some were having dizzy
spells.

However, they did not know whether they were covered by
industrial accident insurance
and could not receive
medical insurance benefits.
Sarapi recalls, "I hate my
employer very much. I told
him so many times that I
wanted to go hospital
because I was in pain, but
he did not allow me to go
because the factory was too
busy".
Sirian and other two workers returned to Thailand on

December 11. However, the others took their cases to the
Migrant Worker's Centre and the situation changed. Rev. Park
Cheon-ung hospitalised five workers and brought back Sirian
and the other two from Thailand in January 2005.

Sarapi's mother was against sending her daughter to Korea
again because she could not believe Koreans wanted to help.
Sarapi persuaded her mother by saying there was no medicine
or medical treatment available for her in Thailand.
The women were all recognized as eligible for industrial

accident insurance and had surgery. Since then, they have
had regular treatment at Ansan Central Hospital for a year.
Gyeonggi province provided them with an apartment and
300,000 won per month for expenses until they were fully
recovered.
The Thai Minister for Labour and the women's families have

visited them in Korea. Sarapi smiled, saying, "I don't have a
grudge against Korea any more. I am much recovered. Thank
you".

Now the women have a new worry. Their visas have
expired, and those who re-entered for medical treatment do
not have employment visas. Once their treatment is finished in
March, they will have to go back to Thailand. Sirinan wanted
to work longer so that she could earn more money. Walapon
said, "To buy a house for my family and send my daughter to
school, I have to earn more money".
Rev. Park said that the women wanted to work legally in

Korea, or at least they hoped they could have occupational
training.
This case was a good example to use to inform the Korean

public of the condition of migrant workers. The Ministry of
Labour has since inspected three hundred workplaces dealing
with N-hexane and 1,200 workplaces where migrant workers
handle harmful materials.
The employer of the factory was arrested and the factory

closed. <Joongang Ilbo, January 24, 2006><Joongang Ilbo, January 24, 2006><Joongang Ilbo, January 24, 2006><Joongang Ilbo, January 24, 2006>

Korean language textbookKorean language textbookKorean language textbookKorean language textbookKorean language textbookKorean language textbookKorean language textbookKorean language textbook
for migrant womenfor migrant womenfor migrant womenfor migrant womenfor migrant womenfor migrant womenfor migrant womenfor migrant women

A Korean language textbook for migrant women who marry
Korean men has been published. The Ministry of Gender
Equality and Family (MOGEF) published the textbook so that
married migrant women could easily learn and speak Korean.
It is illustrated and situation-oriented, containing information
on legal common sense, including, documents required for
extension of stay and naturalization application; living
information, such as a baby vaccination schedule; and how to
use home appliances. A copy of the textbook is downloadable
on the MOGEF website (www.mogef.go.kr) free of charge.

MW website launchedMW website launchedMW website launchedMW website launchedMW website launchedMW website launchedMW website launchedMW website launched
The Migrant Workers Centre in Korea launched a website

where groups and organizations supporting migrant workers
can exchange information and cooperate, as well as provide
migrant workers with information about living in Korea.
Many migrant workers who are busy working cannot visit

support centres or civil groups for counselling. Just as many
do not have time to access the internet or are not familiar
with using it. However, they can easily access this website
and get online counselling about their problems.
Migrant workers can also find the most suitable group for

them among 170 nationwide migrant worker support groups
registered on the website, as well as all news related to
migrant workers that is broadcast on electronic media, and
published in the print media and on the internet.
There is also a page for the Pumasi Centre where

information on goods and financial support for migrant
workers can be obtained.
Information on cultural experience programs for migrant

workers at the National Museum of Korea and performance
schedules of the National Centre for Korean Traditional
Performing Arts in local communities is also available on the
website.
Next month the Centre will provide internet cafe access in

English, Russian, Sri Lankan, Filipino, Mongolian, Indonesian,
Thai, Chinese, Vietnamese and Bangladeshi.
The website is full of information, not only for migrant

workers, but also for staff in support centres. Many people
are expected to visit the page regarding counselling for
different problems. On the Knowledge Search page, the latest
information and experiences can be shared to deal with
migrant worker issues. There are also pages with each
centre's news, and for those looking for volunteer work.
After becoming a member, anyone can use the website.

Inquiries can be made to the Migrant Workers Centre in Korea
(02-849-6622, www.migrantworkers.net)

<National Policy Briefing,<National Policy Briefing,<National Policy Briefing,<National Policy Briefing,
January 28, 2006>January 28, 2006>January 28, 2006>January 28, 2006> AWNAWNAWNAWN

Migrant worekrs practice◁
to bow down for greeting
the luner new year at
Ansan, Gyeonggi do on
January 29, 2005.
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Move to give up a migrant lifestyleMove to give up a migrant lifestyleMove to give up a migrant lifestyleMove to give up a migrant lifestyle

Like their parents, Juan and Maria Corona roamed the
country picking tomatoes and strawberries. It was all they
knew. And until the Coronas sat down to a dreary dinner in
October 1993, it seemed likely their children were destined
to become migrant workers, too.

That night, just returned from picking tomatoes in Indiana,
the exhausted couple sat in a modest home off a dirt road
near Dade City and took stock of their situation.

For all their hard work, they had spent almost all their
earnings just to drive back to Florida. Taking expenses into
account, they would net about the same money working part
of the year near Dade City as they could at year-round
migrant labor.

They knew their children - now jerked from one school to
the other - would get a better education if they got off the
road.
So the Coronas decided to stay in Dade City

permanently.
Their decision put them at the front end of a wave of

migrant workers choosing to abandon their nomadic lives to
give themselves, and their kids, a shot at the American
dream.

For the Coronas and their four boys, the decision has
paid off. Their income now, about $20,000 a year, is a third
greater than they made as migrants. Their eldest sons,
Jamie, 21, and Juan Jr., 19, finished school and have
nonagricultural jobs. The two younger children have the
stability that comes from attending the same school full time
with the same classmates.

Juan Jr. has realistic hopes his 3-year-old son, Adam,
will go to college.
"I really want him to go and get an education and do a

lot better than what my parents did," he said. "There's
endless possibilities that they didn't have."

* * *
Settling down means migrant families, whose average

annual income is about $12,000 a year, can break a
generations-old cycle of poverty.

"It not only provides a stable home life for families and
children, but economically, they (the children) will do better,"
said Sylvia Partida, director of operations at the National
Center for Farmworker Health in Buda, Texas.

Roughly 40,000 migrants work in Pasco and Hillsborough
counties. Increasing numbers of families in both counties
have joined the Coronas in choosing to settle down. Perhaps
the most striking evidence of the trend: The number of
migrant children in the two counties' schools has dropped by
almost a third. And it's not just a Central Florida
phenomenon.

"I think it's a national trend," said Lydia Chavez, a
professor at University of California at Berkeley. "9/11 made
it more difficult to go back and forth. It's going to be a
tougher trip. And over the years, you have whole
communities established that make it more comfortable to
live in the United States."

<St. Petersburg Times, February 6, 2006>

My Severance pay wasMy Severance pay was
canceled by boarding andcanceled by boarding and

food expensesfood expenses
QQQQ I'm a Chinese migrant worker.

On March, 2003, I came to Korea through the Trainee System
and my employment contract will be terminated until March of
this year.
The first year I worked as a trainee, the next 2 years I worked

as a trainee worker continuously at the same company. I heard
that if I worked more than a year as a trainee worker at the same
company, I can get severance pay. Before my employment
contract will be terminated on March, I asked to my company
about my severance pay. But my company said that if I request
my severance pay, they will deduct boarding expenses and food
charge and the cost is more than my severance pay.
So, the company said, if I will not ask my severance pay,

they also will not ask the cost. Is it right?

AAAA It is wrong, you can get your severance pay.
Recently the company hiring migrant workers though Trainee

System take this way for avoiding severance pay. Even
agencies inform to company like that.
Actually the company don't have duty to cover trainee

worker's boarding expenses and food charge. But the cost that
the company already covered seems to be wage, can't be
deducted from severance pay. Severance pay can be apply after
employ contract terminated. Even your company insist already to
pay your severance pay in that way supporting your boarding
and food expenses, but if worker don't ask severance pay, it
can not be given. And the cost that the company request to
migrant workers is very higher than the real cost.
You should better go to discuss to near counselling center or

appeal to labor office.
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